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 The Eurozone’s economy stabilisedslightly, despite remaining in contractionary 

territory. The UK’s economic growth was muted in Q3, with stabilisation seen 

recently. 

 The Eurozone’s inflation decelerated at a faster pace. The UK’s headline inflation fell 

markedly, but core inflation remained elevated. 

 The ECB and BoE are likely to maintain a restrictive monetary environment until 

inflation shows more clear signals to return to their policy targets. 

Economy showed signs of stabilisation but downside risk remains  
 

The eurozone’s economy stabilised at a largely stagnant level. Business surveys revealed 

early signs of a mild pickup in confidence. The Eurozone composite purchasing managers’ 

index (PMI) increased slightly from 46.5 to 47.5 in November. While the PMI indicated a 

continued contraction, as both manufacturing and services PMIs increased during the 

month. Meanwhile, the Economic Sentiment Indicator in the eurozone went up to 93.8 

in November, marking the second consecutive month of increase. While higher borrowing 

costs from monetary tightening would continue to weigh on business investment and 

consumer spending, recent indicators suggested that the eurozone economy would 

stabilise at a largely stagnant level.  

 

Divergence within the region remains notable. The German economic downturn eased 

somewhat, with its composite PMI rising from 45.9 in October to 47.8 in November, of 

which the manufacturing PMI jumped from 40.8 to 42.6, led by smaller declines in new 

orders and new purchases. However, Germany’s constitutional court ruled that the 

government’s re-allocation of EUR 60 billion in pandemic-related emergency funds into a 

climate and transformation fund was unconstitutional, which would lead to delays for 

several investment projects and add uncertainty to growth in 2024. Meanwhile, Italy’s 

composite PMI increased from 47.0 to 48.1 in November, while France’s composite PMI 

remained unchanged at 44.6 and Spain’s composite PMI declined marginally to 49.8. 
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The UK’s economic growth was muted in Q3, with stabilisation seen more recently. The 

gross domestic product (GDP) in Q3 stayed unchanged on a quarter-on-quarter (QoQ) 

basis. Among the major expenditure components, household consumption, gross capital 

formation and government consumption subtracted headline growth by 0.25 percentage 

points (ppts), 0.14 ppts and 0.10 ppts, respectively. Together, they offset a 0.43 ppts 

contribution from improving net trade. The weakened growth readings reflected the 

impact of high interest rates on business investment and consumer spending and lower 

public spending on health and education. That said, monthly figures showed a somewhat 

stabilising trend at 0.2% MoM in September, 0.1% in August and -0.6% in July. In the 

meantime, the UK’s composite PMI returned to expansionary territory at 50.1 in 

November, after staying in contractionary territory for three consecutive months. Both 

the manufacturing and services sectors saw visible improvements in their PMIs.  

 

Inflation came down sharply, but more progress is still needed 
 

The Eurozone’s inflation decelerated at a faster pace. The eurozone headline inflation 

fell more than expected, from 2.9% in October to 2.4% year-on-year (YoY) in November, 

with a high comparison base and a broad-based slowdown among different components. 

In addition to the continued sharp YoY drop in energy prices (-11.5%), food, alcohol and 

tobacco inflation decelerated from 7.4% YoY to 6.9% in November. Services inflation also 

slowed from 4.6% YoY to 4.0%. Thus, core inflation eased further to 3.6% YoY in November, 

the slowest pace since June 2022. 

 

The UK’s headline inflation also fell markedly, but core inflation remained elevated. 

After hovering around 6.7% to 6.8% YoY in the Q3 period, headline inflation in the UK 

cooled to 4.6% in October. The slowdown in headline inflation was driven by a smaller 

rise in housing and household services’ prices, which reversed from a YoY growth of 6.9% 

in September to a decline of 3.5% in October. This was due to the slump in gas (-31.0% 

YoY) and electricity (-15.6%) costs. In comparison, services inflation only decreased 

slightly from 6.9% YoY to 6.6% in October, reflecting the impacts of strong wage growth 

and resilient demand for the services sector. In this connection, core inflation remained 

elevated at 5.7% YoY in October, far outpacing those in the US and the eurozone. 

 

Central banks in Europe are likely to maintain a restrictive monetary environment until 

inflation shows more clear signals to return to their policy targets. While the policy rates 

of the European Central Bank (ECB) and the Bank of England (BoE) are widely expected 

to have reached their peak, officials from both central banks continued to underscore the 

need for a tight monetary stance to bring down inflation. In the near term, rate cuts are 

not expected from both the ECB and the BoE. Particularly, the BoE is likely to keep high 

rates for longer than the ECB, as the UK’s underlying inflation pressure is much stickier.  

 

Looking ahead, European economies need stronger signs of recovery to escape 

stagnation. Overall, the recent stabilisation in confidence indicators is an encouraging 

signal for the region, but it is insufficient to conclude a bottoming out of the ongoing 

downturn. It is worth noting that the strong labour markets in the region have begun to 

soften. Besides, geopolitical tensions and monetary tightening continue to pose 

downside risks to the region. Regarding the inflation outlook, disinflation progress in 

Europe remains uncertain, as high wage growth would elevate inflationary pressure even 

on the back of weak consumer demand. 
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Financial market sentiment turned risk-on 

 

Risk sentiment revived with rising expectations for a dovish pivot by major central 

banks. The slowdown in inflation fuelled optimistic sentiment among investors, with 

rising expectations for rates to reach their peak and more rate cuts by the major central 

banks in 2024. This resulted in a retreat in bond yields, which boosted equity valuations 

and led to a weakened US dollar. At the end of November, the UK FTSE 100 index, the 

German DAX index and the French CAC index rebounded by 2.8%, 10.7% and 6.7%, 

respectively, compared to end-October. The euro and British pound closed at US$ 1.0888 

and US$ 1.2624 in November, respectively, representing an appreciation of 3.0% and 

3.9% over the previous month. 
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Disclaimer 

This material is prepared by The Bank of East Asia, Limited (“BEA”) for customers’ reference only. The content is based on 

information available to the public and reasonably believed to be reliable, but has not been independently verified. Any 

projections and opinions contained herein are expressed solely as general market commentary, and do not constitute an 

offer of securities or investment, nor a solicitation, suggestion, investment advice, or guaranteed return in respect of such 

an offer. The information, forecasts, and opinions contained herein are as of the date hereof and are subject to change 

without prior notification, and should not be regarded as any investment product or market recommendations. This 

material has not been reviewed by the Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong, Hong Kong Monetary Authority, or 

any regulatory authority in Hong Kong. 

BEA will update the published research as needed. In addition to certain reports published on a periodic basis, other reports 

may be published at irregular intervals as appropriate without prior notice. 

No representation or warranty, express or implied, is given by or on behalf of BEA, as to the accuracy or completeness of 

the information and stated returns contained in this material, and no liability is accepted for any loss arising, directly or 

indirectly, from any use of such information (whether due to infringements or contracts or other aspects). Investment 

involves risks. The price of investment products may go up or down, and may become valueless. Past performance is not 

indicative of future performance. The investments mentioned in this material may not be suitable for all investors, and the 

specific investment objectives or experience, financial situation, or other needs of each recipient are not considered. 

Therefore, you should not make any investment decisions based solely on this material. You should make investment 

decisions based on your own investment objectives, investment experience, financial situation, and specific needs; if 

necessary, you should seek independent professional advice before making any investment. 

This material is the property of BEA and is protected by relevant intellectual property laws. Without the prior written 

consent of BEA, the information herein is not allowed to be copied, transferred, sold, distributed, published, broadcast, 

circulated, modified, or developed commercially, in either electronic or printed forms, nor through any media platforms 

that exist now or are developed later. 

For more information, please visit our webpage at https://www.hkbea.com/html/en/bea-about-bea-economic-

research.html. For any enquiries, please contact the Economic Research Department of BEA (email: 

lerd@hkbea.com/telephone number: (852) 3609-1504/postal address: GPO Box 31, Hong Kong). 
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